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The sampling theorem states that any frequency bandlimited signal

can be exactly reconstructed from its sampled values. Different forms

of this theorem have been reviewed since 1841 up to the present time.

Kramer's generalized sampling theorem has been extended to two

dimensions, and the form for higher dimensions can be derived by the

same method.

Upper bounds for the variations of sampled signals were investi-

gated, and it was shown that tighter bounds can be established.

Although the sampling theorem for sequency bandlimited signals was

proved by the aid of Kramer's generalized sampling theorem we showed

that this theorem can be proved directly or by the method of Shannon's

sampling theorem in Fourier analysis. This is in agreement with the

result of Campbell, that for some cases Kramer's generalized theorem

does not enlarge the class of functions to which sampling theorems can

be applied.

Because of the recent interest in applications of sampling theo-
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rems in discrete and finite Walsh-Fourier analysis we introduced new

forms of these theorems and proved them by simple techniques. These

results were applied easily for the development of periodic and nonper-

iodic sampling theorems for two dimensions.

Finally, a definition in Haar-Fourier analysis is created, which

is analogous to the definition of It.sequency bandlimited signals.

Based on this definition several useful theorems are established which

show similarities between sampling theorems in Walsh and Haar-Fourier

analysis,
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F( w) = 0

Shannon's sampling theorem 1.1. "If a function f(t) contains no

frequencies higher than W, cps it is completely determined by giving

its ordinates at a series of points spaced 1/2W seconds apart".

Proof: Let F(w) be the Fourier transform of f(t). Then

ON THE RECONSTRUCTION OF BANDLIMITED SIGNALS FRON SAMPLED VALUES

Chapter I

Review of the sampling theorem

In this chapter we shall review some of the different forms of

sampling theorems for bandlinited signals, both deterministic and ran-

dom. Also, we shall attempt to give a brief historical background of

the problem, particularly with reference to CauchY(1541). 'Whittaker

(1915), Ferrar (1925), Shannon (1949), Balakrishnan (1957) Reza

(1961) FePoolis (1968), Mang (1970), and Gardner (1972).

1.1. The sampling theorem in the time domain.

Consider a deterministic signal in the form of a continuous func-

tion, which has passed through a transmission system having a finite

bandwidth. For signals of this type we shall prove the following the-

orem, due to Shannon (1949). First we need the following definition:

Definition 1.1.1. We say that f(t) is bandlimited if its Four e

transform,
OD

F(w) f(t) e dt,

.00

is zero in value outside the interval (-w 0,w0). is



let

Fine11,Y,

f(t) = f
1444.1

since F(w) is assumed to have value zero outside the band. If we

F(w)=

4nli

2T44 iw

= 411W
F(w)

-2NeW

because of Eq. (1.1.4). Therefore,

2W dw

_iw

e ZW

.12.) e-iw
ZW

Consequently, from Eqs. ( .2) and (1.1.7).

2
-iw 2W+ iwt

resp e dw

2siti fl
f(IL
ZW

I
e
tw(t

4't d

(1.1.2

(1.1.3)

(1. 1.5)

where

where n = 0, +2 . .. we obtain

241 iw.
1 F(w) e
2n

Let us expand F( w) in a Fourier series in the indicated interval.

Thus

.1 6)

( 1.1.7)

(1.1.8)



in Fig. (1.1).

f(t) =

Therefore, the function can be simply reconstructed from the sample by

using a pulse of the type sin 211Wt/2nWt which is zero at all sample

points (tn = n/ZW) except at t = 0, where the value is unity, as shown

1

Fig. (1.1). Pulse sin 2nWt

2nWt

At each sample paint a pulse of this type is placed whose amplitude is

adjusted to equal that of the sample. The sum of these pulses is the

required function. The process of reconstructing a continuous function

from a set of sample values is commonly referred to as interpolation.

Fig. (1.2) illustrates interpolation.

Fig. (1.2)Interpolation.

Time

(1.1.9)

2W gW 2W



E. T. Whittaker (1915) in the form

showed that the series

V. sin 1.1 (

IT w

years before Whittaker (1915) arrived a

terPolation formula for

1.2. The cardinal series and Shannon's sampling theorem.

Shannon's sampling expansion has been given previously by

(.1) f(onw)

t-a.nw

AF(t)

es. Whittaker

(1.2 1)

represents a function which is cetabular with the given function f(t),

bat which has no periodic constituent of period less than 246 In the

above summation the a nw form a set of equidistant values of the

argument. If in Eq.(1.2.1) we let a = 0 w 1/2W we have

h a theorem, as mentioned

PelYnomial F(t) of degree n:

1.3.1)

Although, use of the sampling theorem in communication theory is

due to Shannon (1949) we point out here that Cauchy (1841) some seventy

by Wang (1970). Ferrer (1925) considered the following legrangian in6



where t

which F(t) is

Suppose that t0 0

introduced. T

(i 0)

provided that t iw, and

2
(1 )

we have

are

2

t(1 u- 2 2)(1w

lim N
w(iwwt)

iw

Iar values of t for

22
t -t )

2

2 2 22 2 2
t(t+ti)(t )(t

2 2 22 22
t (2t )(t )* t. )(t

2

2'

2

n w



where

[(i-1)!]2
i ..i -ii j 1 I

*[(1 e (1. )0 . .3C(1+) (1+ 0
1+1 1+2 1+1 +2

A welliAmen identity is

we let x=

and

Therefore,

i-1
2iw(-1)

is the Euler constant

It is easy to show that the

the cardinal function

1 4, i+1)(i+2)... 2i-1)

we arrive at
op i

=e (i+1)j (1 ---)
11 i+a 1-(i-i+1)

Yx
e

r7( 300.)

fir(E) is the Gamma

Thus when i 0 the limiting form of Ai is sin
ii w t-iw

era of is 2 sin
nt

interpolation formula, which in



turn is Shannon's sampling series by (1.2).

A physical interpretation of the sampling theorem.

Reza (1961. p. 305) gave

pling theorem:

Suppose that a continuous, bandlimited voltage signal f(t)

given. We could quantize f(t) at instants

10Wass filter 0

frequency.

(11-)
2W

Input

The quantized voltages are successively applied to an ideal lowpass

filter as impulses of appropriate magnitude at the specified instants

It is well-known that the impulse response h(t) of an ideal

Ideal low-

pass filter

2 1

2W

Output

1

2W

interpretation of the sans.

sin 2nWt/21Mt, where 211W is the cutoff

A
f(t)

Fig. (1.3). Physical interpretation of the sampling theorem.



Thus the total output of he filter will be the original time function,

sin ared(t -f( fl)
2W 211W(t )

231

1. Different forms of the sampling theorems.

Papoalis (1968, pp. 119-132) considered the following forms of

the sampling theorem:

1. If f(t) is bandliwited by c and T

hence

The sampling expansion can be written in the form

(t) =

al ("w2sw2) we have
OD iwt

sin wn(t-nT)
f(nT)

OD>sin mb(t+a-nT)
f(nT -a)

-00 w2(t+a-nT)

If we expand the function F( w) into a Fourier

(1.5.1)

(1. .3)

Replacing t-a by .(1.5. ) we obtain

f(t-a) =
OD

f(uT-a) sin wo(t-nT) ( .5.2)
OD (t-nT)



We also note that

1 IF( )1 dw = J°Df2 f2(nT)(t) dt =
1 2I

-wi

since F(

1w1 2w3..

F(0) = f(t) d

provided that 2°31 wo 5

7. If the function g(

have

f2(nT) sin w (t-nT)

w2(t.nT)

we obtain from

2- 2wi
1

f (t) is the output of a linear system

with input f(t) and system !Unction H(w) = im. for I <w0

9

(1 5.6)

(1.5.7)

2
6. If f(t) is bandlimited by w1 then f (t) is bandlimitad by

2w1, from the frequency convolution theorem we have
2 1 *f (t) """. 1P(w) P(w),2r

) 0 for Iwi > mi the function PI ) F(m) is zero for
2

Thus f (t) is handlimited by 2wiApplying Eq. (1.5.1)

(1.5 8)

1.5.9)

to this function we have

2
Co

f (t) =

5. With f(t) sin wit a =

Eq.(1.5.3) the identity

sin mi(ti-nT) sin w0(t2-nT)

-oo ti-nT
w2

(t -nT)



then

fltit

tamed within a rectangle R with sides o

2
oo

f(t.$) = IT

ab

where B is a region in R that

K (t s)

g
b

2'611(

The following theorem is due to Papuans (1968, pp. 126-128).

Theorem 1,6.2 If f(tts) is bandlimited in the open region A con-

(ut vs)dadv

1.6.1

2a and 2b then

10

1.6. sampling theorems in n-dimensional space.

Definition 1.6.1. We say that f(ti ...ttn) is bandlimited

if its Fourier transform F(w1,w2 ...own) has zero value outside a

region A. Boma (1961, p. 453) gave the following sampling theorem

for n -dimensional space.

Theorem 1,6.1. Let f(t11t2 .0. t ) be a function of n real vari-

ables, whose n -dimensional Fourier transform exists and is identically

zero outside an n-dimensional rectangle symmetric about the origin.

That is, if

F(mlimvo

(1.6 2)

(1.6.3)



(see Fig. (1.4)).

where

F(u,v)

n m

Fig. (1 4)

Proof: We expand the function F(u,v) into a Fourier series

rectangle R,

From Eqs. (1 6.5) and (1.6.7) we have
2

D = " f(
n,m ab

j(flUl

F(u v) e a
4114 A

since F(u v) = 0 for (u ,v) t A. Then since

i(ut + vs)
f(t ) = F(u,v) e dudv

4sr
A

generally the present case goes as
MTV

dudv.

11

(1.6.6)

(1.6.7)

(1.6.8)



and the double Fourier series has the form

where

MO) = --
ab

00 00
nru + BEX1

mn a b P (a v (1.6.9)

10 (11,v)(7:- 14
u0v)

0, (u v),EtB

Taking the inverse transformation of both sides of 8q (1.6.9) we have

Depending on the choice of /3 we can have various expansions

signal f(t,$):

(a) If B = R we get the familiar Shannon s sampling expansion for

two dimensional signals,

f(!?! mn) sin aCt-

a a(t RE)
a

(3) If B is a circular disc of radius r

(1.6.10)

With R taken as a square, as in Fig. (1.5) we have a = b =

J Evi(r t.nn) + (r s inn)00 00

f (ttS) fOlIT 22e). 1 0 0 6.13)
00 rb ro 1,0/(r

)2 0+ (r s- ran)

in b(s. 21/1)
(1.6.11)

'b(s- ME)

co Co

K (t,$)
ji(rioit2+82)

1.6.12)



lim q[X(t) -

N-,00

1.7. Sampling theorems for stationary and nonstationary random

processes.

The following theorem for a stationary random process is due to

Balakriehnan (1957)0

Theorem 1.7.1. let .(X(t) : (-co, be a wide sense stationary

process with Power spectral density ) hendlimited to the interv

(-2NI2W), then

lim EcEX:(t) -
N--->zo

Fig. (1.5)

X(2-sin 2T1W(t )

2W 214(t. -11.)
2W

Recently Gardner (1972) generalized the above theorem for nonsta

random processes as follows:

Theorem 1.7.2. Let X be a randomprocess with autocorrelation fun°.

tion Rx(t s). If theertransformsX(0eJ) of (tos) is band.

limited to -21m .4: %, 241, .211W <1) ZOW then

112 21*1(t n )

2T1W(t. 12i)

\i/ft0-co

13

2)= 0 E (.co). (1.7.2)

). 7.3)



Chapter II

A generalization of sampling theorems

2.1. Kramer's generalized sapling theorems.

Kramer (1959) has established a generalized sampling theorem which

includes the theorems of Shannon and Whittaker as particular classes.

Theorem 2.1.1. Let I be an interval and L2(I) the class of func-

2

J
tions cp(x) for which icP(x)I dx < OD Suppose that for each real

I

f(t) k( ,x) g(x) dx (2.1.1)

where g E L2(I). Suppose, furthermore, that for each real

k(tsx)E L2(I) and that there exLate a countable set {tn-} such that

tk(tn x)} is a complete orthogonal set on L2 (I). Then

where

Proof: Let

(t)

In, sN

then, from 3g (2 1.1) and (2.1.4) we

= urnz f(t) s(t)
N"--)°° Int <N

k(t,x) k(tex) dx

ik(t ,x)I2dx

-.1111,

int

s(t)

k(t ,x) g(x)

8n(t)NI

(2 1.2)

(2.1.3)

f(t) ci(t) k(t,x) g(x) dx



BY Schwartz 's inequality Eq. 2.1 5) can be writ en as

If(t)- f (t)I

Or

[k(t930 -

I

Since k( (=Plots orthogonal set we have

Ik(t,x)

Free Eqs. .6) and (2.1 7)

lim If(t)
N-)40

k( tx) S(t) 3 g(3c) dx.

IN

k( 020 S(t)I2dx IK(

In' N

k(tnipx) (

In

In the above theorem k(t ,x) must form a complete orthogonal setn,

of functions for the sample points

the solution of some ordinary differential equations with eigenvalue

parameter t. Weiss (1957) has established sampling theorems associated

with Starm..Liouville systems, which are particular cases of Kramer

fly, let an nth order operator be defined by

Ic

L(v) = d

n-j

where the p are complex-valued functions of class G on the

15

(2.1.7)

(2.1 8)

(2.1.9)

t This condition is satisfied
n



16

closed interval a < x bo and Po(x) 00 on that interval. Let 1,11,P(v)

be adjoint to L(v) ; that is,

(2 2.2)

(2 2.3)

We assume L e to insure reality of the sampling Points th (006-

dington and Levinson 1955, Ch. 7). Let Bi, B20. be n lin-

early independent boundary conditions on (aob), such that the problem

Lv v B(v) = B2(v) = B(v) = 0 is self adJoint. That is,

for every pair of functions g of class Cno each of which

satisfies the boundary conditions, we have

a

Suppose that v(t.x) is a solution of the equation L(v) tv and the

set of zeros of the B (v(t)) is independent of That is

for all io then the set tv(thox)} %ER: is a complete

orthonormal system for L (I). since, for every t, v(t.x) is con-

tinuous as a function of xp v(t.x)(E L Thus we have the follow-

ing theorem due to Kramer (1939).

Theorem, 2.2.1: Let L(r) = tv B1
(v) B2 (v) = B (v) = Os

be a self adjoint boundary value problem for an nth order different-

ial expression L on the finite interval (aob). Suppose that there

exists a solution v(tox) of the differential equation such that the

set of zeros Ei of B (v(t.4) is independent of i. Then, for all

functions having the representation



Therefore,

Sk(t)

f(t) = lim
Nno

where

m=1 j+k=

or

f(tk) Sk(t)
< N

111111111011111001.11=111

v(t,x) v(t.k,x) dx
I

Ir(tk )12clx

Using the Lagrange-Green formula (Coddington and LelliMiano 195$,p.86)

we have

iv(t,x)1,(v(t x)) L(v(t,x))v(tx)) dx
lea

= [v(t ) v(t px))(11)) [v(t.x),v1tk 30)(a)

j (k) (3)
( 1) v (x)(pn..mv(x)) (2 2.8)

L(v) v dx =t) v(t,x) v(tk,x) dx1%.I (2.2.9)
2

t) Sk(t) I Iv(tkoc)1 dx.

[world( ) v,vkj(a)

2
I I (tk x) dx

(2.2.5)

2.2.6)

(2.2.7)

17

(2.2.10)

Z(t) = v(t,x) g(x) dx, (2.2.11.)
a

with g(x) E a,b), there is the representation



The following two examples were given by Kramer to illustrate his

theorem.

Example .1. Let L(v) = dv

2n dx
al solution of the equation L(v) = tv

The theorem insures that if

2
f(t) =

f

e K(x) dx

then

If we let

sampling thoore

b Ii in Ells (2.2.14) and (2.2.12) we get Shannon

or bandlimited signals,

f(t)=

problem takes the form

2nib(t- 17.1-;

CO

(v) = v(a) - v(h). The goner-
Znitx

s v(t.x) C e the

(b-a)2ni
a

2nia(t- .7.--)
e

sin 2n1,1(t
)

2W 21M(t ik)

2].n2
d vExample 2.2.2. Let L( = el.101111.1X V so the

(2.2.12)

(2.2.14)

(2.2.

eigenvalues are tn
b-a = 0.11.t.2.ses. and the corresponding

eigenfUnctions are nx

v(t =

Hence



2 2n--d v
dx:2

with boundar7 conditions

and

2

The moll-behaved solution of the :diiterential eqüátion

Bessel function of the first kind, order n,

v(x,t) = Jn4/4)

and Eq. 2.2.17b) leads to the condition

v(t 1) = Jn(A) = 0,

so the set of sample points is the very well tabulated squared set of

zero s of the Bessel function of order rt. fig (2.1) is a crude sketch

for the case n 1.

(4;)

0) = 0

) = 1/(t,1)

2

Fig. (2.1)

tv

19

(2.246)

(2.2 17a)

(2.2.10

(2.2.19)

If 1

.r(t) x 07114/i.x) g(x) dx 2.2.20)

then

r(t) = > f( ti) Sk(t). (2 .2.21)
k=1



1

J2dikx) dx

0

By writing the standard Bessel differential equation twice with para-

SO

fx J(4x) iln(itkx) dx

a 0 3, n+1 > 0,

and a simple application of the L'Hopital rile yields

11 2 n2 2
x Jn(ax) dx = -2- [61?11(a) + (1- ;2) Jn(a.)]

If a and 0 are regarded as different members of the set of numbers

k = 1, 2, 0 defined as zeros of a J:(4) fhJn(a), h

,constant, then the orthogonal property of interest is

(D,

O

x ax) (aI u ix) dx = 2J ti 2

1

l(te ) )iT (ol)]
2 n k n

Another well-known relationship is

20

(2.2.24.)

meters and 0 it is easily established that

0
I

1

x 41_ ax) Jn(f3x) dx = 'int( ) Jn(r3) - 13 Jn(c11) Jn(I3)

2.2 23)
Li 22

- cs

1(
.26)

( ) = 2.2.22)



1

01) (0x) dxx J (

1 2
x Jn(a.x)

0

f(t)

0 Jr1(2) J114.1(0) a.
Jp4.1(4)

2()
r,2i (02

2
)[47:1m + (1 .. :2) Jn(4)]

a.
(2.2.27)

13 J ( ) Jc.4.1(°) - 4 J() jw1(44)
.

2 2
MEJn( ) f' J114.1(0)3- 2n Jn(M) J10.40)

If a. is identified with rtk 0 0 with qv, and the boundary condi-

tion of Eq. (2.2.19) (equivalent to letting h-00 is applied. then

Eq. (2.2.22) takes the form

Ek(t) = 2 jt-IC jn(rt)

k t jn+1(16:c)

k = lo 2,... Jn( = 0.

and Eq.(2.1.9) goes as

(2.2.28)

jn(sr-t) > rtkiltk)
k=1 (tk-t)Jn+1(16k)

2.3. Generalized sampling theorem in two dimensional space.

Let R be a rectangular region defined by a < x: < bo

and 1,2(R) the class of functions cp(xoy) such that

JJ ( 2T 1C,a)1 dAdy <

We have the following two dimensional version of Eramer's samlo

oremo which has not appeared in the literature.

Theorem 2.3.1. Suppose that for each real t and so

21

.2.9)



f(t,$) f k(t,s,x,y) g(x,y) dxdy

where g(xy)( 1,2(R). Suppose that for each real t and

k(t08,x,y) ( L2(R), and there exists a countable set, E 4t2,1 ni)) 2

such that {k(tresm,x,y)} is a complete orthogonal set on L (R).

Then

where

ntm

From Eq. (2.3. 1) we have

f(tn sm) k(tn ,x,y) ex,y) cbody . 3.5)

f(t s
,

n nsm t,$),
Im < M

NAco 14-3co .

s,x,y) k(t .x.Y)

te) R

2
sik(t xy I dxdy

n mI I

From Eqs (2 3.1) and (2,3,4) we obtain

f(t,$) Ct 11c(t tx4Y) E(x4 ) dx4Y

(2 .2)

(2. .3)

(2.3.4)

(2.3.6)

Proo Let

22

(2.3.1)



Inserting Eq. 2.3.5) into Eq. (2.3.6) we get

f(t,$) ( s) = jigt soca) g(x07) dxdY

jik(t so:a) -
R

where Sn'm(to) is defined by Eq. (2.3.3). So,

If(to)
N

(t,$)i f J1k(tooca) -
R In1NI

Smom(tos) I Ig(x4y) I dxdy.

By Schwartz' s inequality for two dimensions this becomes

(t,$)I

Jlk(to,x4y) k(tn* mx4y)Sn m

ft Ink N Iml M

nl <

2. 7)

k(tn sm,x,y) g(x,y) dxdy
(14 R

k(tn, n,m 98)]g(x9y)cbcdy

1

ig(xY)12c1xclY12'

Since tk(tn,snexa)} is a complete orthogonal set,

k(t,s,x4r) = isiaMi
N-0, 114°0 Inl < N I

k(tn,snoca)Sm m

IM

(2.3.0

(2.3.9)

2
dxdy

t, a)
(2.3.10)

where 1.i.m. stands for limit in the me and Sn,m tes is defined

by Eq. (2.3.3), By assumption



1 2
1E(xia)1

.
dxdy <

so from Eqs. (2. 9) and (2.3.10) we have

f(t,$) lim f (t,$) Z. )
N-)co N M

or

f(t s) = f(tresin) Sn,m(t
Inj < N (2 12)

where

Example 2.3.1. let k(t,s,x,y) = e
nn TT-a < x < a, -b < y < b, E = .
a b

b -i(tx + sy)f(t,$) =e E(x0Y) dm:1Y
-b

then by theorem (2.3.1) we obtain

f(t s) =
Int N

Sn,m( )

b a -i(tx + sy) (nffe ea
-a

Therefore, from Eq. (2 .14) we get

-b-a
in(nn ta) sin(mn sb)

(nn ta) (ran sb)

niz)

14-->oo.
..i(tx + sy)

R the rectangle

f(EavEr) a '.
a b an,mVt,$),

< M

N400 M-440 9

.srey

.3.13)

(2.3.1 5)



f(t s) =

f(t1 It2
)

rom,Lra sin a(t- 7) sin b(s 17or

a b
a(t 11-2)b(s Er.)

Imi m a

f(t) = 2 (at)

follows from Eq. (2,'+.l) by

to f(5-3)
a t

(t2..a2t2) j

1(t

)

n

t =

ml
2142

sin 2rWi(tl
) sin

2rW (t2-

2rW1
(t 21 )

2rW2
2(t - m )

---
2W1 2W2

(2.3.17)

25

2.3.16)

2.4. Sampling theorem for bandlimited Hankel transforms.

Definition 24.1: We say that f(t) is a bandlimited Hankel transform

function if f(w) = 0 for w> a, where

°D

) t f(t) J(wt) d (2.4.1)

0

The following theorem is due to Papoalis (1968, p. 163).

Theorem 2.L1..1 A function f(t)' with a band'imited Hankel transform

can be recovered from its discrete values f(1.7) where thett

the zeros of J (t) and a is the bandwidth.

Proof. Papoulis's proof is based on the use of the Fourier-Bessel ex..

Parisian of 7(w). The Kramer theorem approach is equivalent but care

is required. That is, according to Jerri (1969a),

(2.4.2)

M-ow.

If we let t = tie = in = 2rW 2 2,

recover Eq. (1.6.1) or n = 2,

00 00



So

where, from Eqs. (2.2.25), (2.4.3) and (2.2.20

a

f(t) = of

a

ofw j ) dwo a
2

and in this case,

f(17
a2 2

Ji(tn)

- -2
2 f(s) a2t o(at) J1(t )n na

2 22 2 J at)
a =1 J2(t ) tn a t1 n

S (t) 2 ta Ja(st)
2 22(t a t )J (tan

cn jo(laS)* jo(tn) =

J0 t ) = 0
n

J (t )n

on

It is interesting to show that the spacing between sample Points is

asymPtotioal17 equal to nia. That is, lin t,inn = 1 J0(t3) = 0.
n4,40

(Campbell, 1964 Courant and Hilbert, 19530 p. 4

(2.4.4)

(2.4..5)

(2.4.6)

t- f(fl)
.4 a

2(t-a2 t2)J (ta)

f(t) = 1w(w) J0(cut) du) 2.4.3)

and using the Fourier-Bessel expansion of bandlimited

Os
76(w) J0(t)dw



A comparison of e

aker.

Campbell (196k) has considered some special cases of the general-

teed sampling theorem and has shown that in these cases the generalised

theorem does not enlarge the class of functions to which the sampling

theorem can be applied and it does not alter the average Sc

rate. That is, if a function can be expanded with the aid of the gen-

er

bounded at

Polruadals and

A solution of Eq. (2. 1)

ials Iln(s) for t

orem it can also be expanded with d of the older Whit-

d at x=1.

We choose the boundary conditions in such a way that solutions will be

enfunctions are the Iegendre
2=+ n = 0 1$

(x), which reduces to the po27nom-

If we let

taker theorem. Moreover, the asymptotic spacing between sample points

in the generalized expansion the same as the spacing between sample

points for the taker case. Campbell (1964) established a sampling

theorem associated with regular first order differential equations and

regular second order equations with separated boundary equations.

consider his result for the well-known secami order Legendre different-

ial equation.

le 2.5 The legend



where

S (t)

ere If(

(t)

P (x) P (x) dxn

P (x)
-1*

It is well-known that EErde3i, et.al., 3953, Eqs. 3.12 (7) and

3.12 (10)]

P( x) P(x) dx ii2E(0 )(04+01:1)]
2.5.5)

from Eq. (2.5.2) that f(t) is an e

2n+3.
= 0 1,

From the three equations just above

sn(t) (2n+1) sin Tr(t-n
1n(t..n +--)2

28

then by Kramer's generalized sampling theorem,
co

f( +1) Sn(t) (2.5.3)
n=o

(2.5.4)

(2.5.6)

( 5.7)

ce Pt(x) P-t-1( ) we have pt.. (x) = P i(x) and we conclude

Because of

2sin(rct) s (nii)EY(o. ) -1r(0+1)] + IT sin Tr(0-4)

oz+0+1000
logarithmic deri the Ganna function and



Eqs. (2.5.3) and (2.5.7) and the evenness of f(t)0 and if we set

F(t) = f(t+4), we can write
oo

sin r(t-n)
F(t) = F(n) (2.5.8)

29

r(t-n)

Thus if f(t) is given by Eq. (2.5.2) the generalised sampling theorem

is just Whittaker's or Shannon's sampling theorem for F(t) = f(t+i).

Since

P (cos 8)

t-*

from Eq.(2.5.2) we -get

\1

JTr

cos tzt

-0 \/C0S COS e

int

Thus f(t) can be expanded by Shannon's theorem with a sampling in-

terval equal to unity.

We shall show in Chapter IV, section five, that the sampling the-

orem in Walsh-Fourier analysis, which was proved by Kak (1970) with

the aid of Kramer's generalized sampling theorem, can be proved direct-

ly or by the aid of the Shannon-Whittaker theorem.

f(t) = e H(s) dz (2.5.9)
-Tr

where

H() -1-e = f ecos8) sine d8 (2.5.10)

Trj1,11 ' costx- 008e



Chapter III

Limits on BaDilimited Signals

3.1. Bounds on output of a linear time invariant system with bandlinu.

ited input.

Most of the results of this chapter are due to Papoulis (1967).

Consider a linear, time invariant system with input and output related

by the convolution integral

co

g(t) = f(t)h(t) = ff(u) h(t-u) du (3.1.1)

.411)

where f(t) is input, g(t) is output, h(t) is impulse response of

the linear, time invariant system. Suppose 7(0, G(u) and H(w) are

the Fourier transforms of the above functions. We consider two classes

of functions, deterministic and random

Case 1. Deterministic signals. Suppose f( t) is bandlimited by

with finite energy
op

2
( )1 dt.

Application of Schwartz's inequality yields22 iwt 2. WO

1g(t)1 11-474.1001 17( )1 dw 1H(w)e dw
1

-we

1.2)

(3.1.5)

From Eq. (3.1.1) it is well-known that

G(w) = F(w) H( w) (3.1.3)

and the inversion goes as

g(t) = f 7(w) H(w) e

it
dw . (3.1.4)

2n



By Parse 's formula,

Es PJ1f(t)12dt = -1-
2n .1

-co W

lim --17 If(t)1 dt1

T4-oo2T-T

and autocorrelation,

/01) = lim f +1) ETE7 dt
J.T_,An4

-T

0111101Mmi

R('E) = ECf(t+.1)f(t)]

31

so, from bp. (34.5) and (3.1.6),

2 rwO 2
Ig(t)1 IH(w) dw (3.107)

2n
-0)0

for any bandlimited input of energy E.

Case 2. Random signals. Consider a random signal f(t) with finite

average power,

( 1.8)

( .1.9)

Suppose f(t) is bandlimited in the sense that S(w) 0 for 1(DI >

where S(w) is the power spectrum associated with f(t). If we con-

sider or random signals to be stationary, stochastic processes with

autocorrelation defined as

I8( ) d R(0) . (3.1.11)
-w

If the input f(t) is a random signal with power spectrum S( )11 then

the output power spectrum goes as

2

IF( )f dw (3.1.6)

then
2

P = E[lf(t)1 ] =



op

f (t +11 =. (t+nT)

Definition 3.2.1. Let

e ( +t) (t+t) >
-N

111( )1 5 111(w )1* I

H( ) = e

32

(3.1.13)

-wo

Denote by wm the value of w for which IH( )1 takes on maximmm

value in the interval (-w0 ,w0),

sin toe('r.. Ter )
+ nT )

we(6r- nT)

inTw sin wo(T- nT)

( .1.14)

be samp.

(3 2.1)

Let g( t) = em(t+1) be the output of a system with input f(t) and

system function

(3.2.3)

From Eq. (3 1. ) we gel

HEIE(01

S (w)

2

S(

J.2n

w) 1H(w)

2

S(w) IH(m)1 dw .

Then from Eqs. (3.1.11). (3.1.13) and (3.1.10 we get

2 2

E[Ig(t)I 3 < P IH(Wm)I (3 1.15)

3.2. Truncated one-dimensional sampling expansion.

If f(t) is a deterministic signal bandlimited by w it is

easy to show that f(til) is also bandlimited by

ling theorem can be applied to f(t+T). That is,

rr (3.2.2)
we



From Eq. (3.1.7) we get

le.(t4%)1 <
"

2n

2 f o

-w

where
iwl: -inTw

l-
cn

= _ e dw =
2wo_w

0

(3.2.4)

Jet
The Fourier series expansion of e in the interval (-w0, w0)

inTw
e (3.2.5)

So Eq. ( .2.5) has the form

ter

-N

2inTw sin woCr-nT)
dw

wo(1.-nT)

sin wo(t-nT)

wo(1-- )

w nT) inTw

worC- nT )

In view of the above formula and Eq. (3.2 4) we conclude that
2

sin we(°-mT)

w(2)(1:.nT)2

In the random signal case we get from Eq. (3.1 15)

2
leN(t4901 Bab

TTI

2 2
E[IeN(t4.t)1 < P max Ili(m)1

lwl 5, we

Therefore, if f(t) is a random signal the mean square value of
iwlr

is bounded by the maximum error of the approximation of e by a

truncated Fourier series(Papoalis 1967).

3.3. Truncated two-dimensional sampling expansions

33

(3.2.6)

( .2.7)

(3.2.8)

(3.2.9)



For a bandlimited signal f(t,$) with the Fourier transform

F(u,v) the energy E is defined as

CO CO

Define

e (t+ct;s+4) = (t+%a+V)Nsin a(i-) sin b(-4-
- > > (t nau,s+ )

a('t:- ----)b(N)-
-N a b

I ft
-co _co

where R is the region such that F(1,v) = 0 for (1,v) (tR. Consider

now a two-dimensional linear shift invariant system with impulse re-

sponse h(t,$) and system function H(u v). If f(t0s) is taken as

input to this system the output will be

i(ux + vy)

g(t0s) = r I 'quo) H(u,v) e dudv . (3 3.2)

1012 .1 .1

Applying the two-dimensional form of the Schwartz inequality to this

equation and using the one above that we get

2 2

Ig(t s)I IH(u,v)1 dudv (3.3 .3)

Recall Shannon's sampling theorem in two-dimensional space as given by

Eq. (1.6.11) That is,

J
IF(u v 2dudv

R

(3.3.1)

(3 3.0

3 )

tnn mn, sin a(t- MI) sin b(s 121.7

k a b a

a(t-) b(s-.1-7)



If eN(t4.41;s41)) is the output of a two-dimensional, shift invariant

system with input f(t,$), then it is easy to see that the system func-

tion goes as

where

Igu,v) e

From Eq. (3.3.3) we get

2

eN( t+t, B +lb I

i(u'r + rth

Dri m = I
4ab_,b

i(EMS mriv)
MIT---s aer- ) sin b(J --).sC7 e a a b

nrf
-N N a(1: 7)1)(4- Tr)

i(n

a

-N -N

i(111:+ v11)
If we expand de into a Fourier series in the rectangle

-a <ucy< a, -b < v <b we arrive at
oo OD

+

-op

i(uT+ v11)

art- 111)0)...

From the three equations just above we have

sin a(T-) sin b()) -7)12d

a(cr- /f)b(1/-

( 3.6)

(337)

v.

(3.3.8)'

IT-T) sin b(,) b )



2

From the above we ge

lim eN(t+T. 4.1j) =

N-40)

which proves Shannon's sampling theorem in two-dimensional space. We

point out here that the above analysis can be applied to n-dimensional

space but two-dimensional signals have lota of applications in

ferent areas, especially in modern optics. An optical arrangement can

a2 et- RE)2b26/..

be considered as a linear system with input the amplitude of an

and response g(to) of its image. The Fourier transform

f(t,$) is proportional to the far field of its object.

3.4. Upper bounds for the variation of samp ed signals.

F(u

object

v) of

If a bandlimited signal f(t) is sampled at the Nyquist rate it

is interesting to determine upper bounds for the variation of f(t)

between two successive sampling points. In certain applications the

sampled values f(ii) are stored on magnetic tape or other devices for

displaying or recording increments, therefore it is necessary to know

this type of variation before recording

Let .eif be defined as

(3.4.1)



2
max A)

where F(w) is the spectrum of f(t). Lepsohy and T:odero (1969)

showed different, upper bounds for the right side of Eq. (3.4.2), as

follows:

2nW

1 f F( )(e 1) eutdw
2n

-2nW

Using the above forunUás and the following inequalities,

f(IL)1 < ex lf(t+) - f( )1
2W t

2nW

2n
2WF( )(ear 1)e dw 1
iw iwt

,

-211W

4W

1- cosw
4 211

2nW iw
IF(w)11e214 - 11 dw

we get different upper bounds for max& as shown in Table 3.1.

37

(3.4.2)

(3.4.5)

(3 4 6)

(3.4.7)

<
- 2n

2
) dw

2nW
m

E4 sin
2

-7.-] dw = M ( 4.4)

-214 (3.4.3)

- I IF( )1 fain tairl dw
-2nW

If we let M = max PF( )1 then by Schwartz's inequality Eq. ( 4.2)

can be written as



.2'0W

IF(u) I kin I da) <

4W

Table 3.1.

Remarks: By direct integration of Eq. (3 4 ) ( o that

M = max 1F(0(), we get

which is tighter than those bounds in Table 3.1 due to lepaohy and

Todero (1969). Also, using the inequality lsin-41 4 cos

and Eq. (3.4.3), we have
21161,

mat 6,f <[ vm

2W
du) = 12- WM ,

-214

which is the same as the last row of table 3.1 and proved with the aid

of Schwartz's inequality by Lapschy and Todero (1969). These authors

presented more interesting upper bounds by considering absolute moments

of F(w) and the energy of the signal E namely
Wd

IF( )1 dw ( .4.8)
ro

2nW

I!sin
dw =

-2nW
Ti

Iwi IF( )1 dw (3.4.9)

deduced from

Eqs, (3.4.3) and (3.4.5)

JM Eqs. (3.4.3) and (3.4.7)

tWM Eqs. (3.4.3) and (3.4.6)

zliwm Eqs. (3.4. 3) and ( .4.4)



2r4.1

(t) dt 2r f IF(w) 2dw
1

-2TEW

The most useful spectrum is a trapezoid with ratio k between the

larger and the smaller bases. The case k = 1 corresponds to the

rectangular spectrum, and k= 0 corresponds to a triangular spectrum.

IFI

(3.4.10)

0 kw

Fig. (3.1)

For any trapezium, max Ar < CWM , where C is a function of k as

shown in Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.2.

Table 3.2.

39

max deduced from

Eqs (3.4 )0 (3.4.5Y (3.4.8)
2(k+1)

iFo Eqs. ( .4. ), (3.4.7) and ( .48)

1 ti
Eqs. ( .4.3), (3.4.6) d (3.14..9) ( +k+k2

4nW 11

i Eqs. ( .4.2) and (3.4.10) 2



2 2

Fig. (3.2)

TT

2J2



Chapter IV

Walsh Functions and Sampling Expansiofla

4.1. A °lc:led set of orthonormal functions.

Walsh 14923) introduced a complete set of orthonormal functions

(see Appendix A.1). The definition is based on Rademacher or Haar func-

tions. Rarmuth (1969, p. 19) discussed a difference equation for Walsh

functions as follows:

1 for 1 < t 4:"' 2
Wal(0,t)=

1 1
0 for t < - t >,

2

and

Wal(2j+p,t) = -1) Wal[j,2(t1-4)3+ (-1) Wa1[j,2(t
[2)+1_ i+P

= 0 or 1, j = 0 1 .

Harmuth (1969, pp. 49..51) introduced the term sequency for the

Walsh functions, analogous to frequency for the two sinudoidal func-

tions. In terms of sign changes or zero crossings sequency is defined

as

sequency

a is odd,

a is even,

41

(4 1.1)

(4.1.3)

where a is the number of 8ign changes. Walsh funct ons can beclassi-

fied as

Wal(2i t) = cal(i,t), sequency = 0, 1, 2,...., (4.1.44)

and

Wal(2i-1,t) = sal(i t), sequency = 1, 2, (4.1.5)



+1
_ --

Sal(2,01--

Cal(2,04 -

Sal(3,t)

Cal(3t) - -

Sal (Li.

0 ComOt

1 Sin2nt

Cos2nt

Cos4nt -

Sin6nt

Cos6nt

Sin8nt

Fig. 4.1)

1+2

where the cal and sal notation was chosen from cosine and sine to

indicate that connection and the nal" the connection with Walsh.

In Fig. (4.1) the first set of eight Walsh functions, with corre-

sponding cosine and sine functions, is shown in the half open interval,

- 1/2 < t < 1/2:

Seqwancy Frequenar



Walsh functions can be represented by the sigma' of a product expansion

of sine and cosine functions. The general expansion for Wal(j,t) is

based on the binary representation of j, i.e.,

n n-1 1 0

jn2 in-12 j12 j02(4.1.6)

Ross and Kelly (1972) established the following formula for

-1/2 < t < 1/2,
,

k
Wal(j t) = sign[sin 2nt) (cos 2 nt) ]

k=

Example 4 .1. Construct Wal(5,t) from Eq. (4.1.7).

Solution: In binary form 5 = 101, therefore Wal(5,t)

= sign[sin 2nt cos 4nt3 (see Fig. (4.2)).

Fig. (4.2)

4.2. Discrete Walsh FUnctions.

The discrete Walsh functions are sampled valUes of the continuous

sat defined on [0,1] by Walsh (1923)(see Fig. 4.3).

43

(4.1.7)



Wal(0,t)

Wal(lst) _ +
Wal(2,t)

Wal(4,t)

Wal(5,t)

Wal(60t)

,t.9. i i b - I i
2 2

Fig.(4.3)

The N-length discrete Walsh function may be defined for N = 2n,

where n is a positive integer, by a Hadamard matrix whose rows

ordered so that the number of sign changes in each row increases by one

Sequency

0

1

0
1

1
2

It is well-known that if the matrix H is a Hadanard matrix of order N

then

Example 4.2,1.

Number of
For N = 2: j = 0 1 k=

sign changes

110 0

Wal(j,k) =
1 -1 1 1

For N = 4: j=0 1 2 3

1111 0 0

Wal( k) =
-11 14-1

1 -1 -1 1
1
2

1
2

1.1 1_i 3 3

Wal(3,t) Wal(7,t)



f

=0
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is a Hadamard matrix of order 2N. Using this representation of dis-

crete Walsh functions ye have the following properties (Kenenth, 1970)

1

Wal(j k) Wal(), )
={N

m.
(4.2.2)

00k
N , k =

Walsh functions are symmetric,

Wagj,k) = Wal(k,j)
(4.2.3)

and there is an addition formula

Wal(m,i ) Wal(k , ) = Wal( ek,J)

where CD indicates addition molulo 2# i.e., bit by bit addition

under the rules 0 + 1 = 1 + 0 = 1, 1 + 1 = 0 (no carry).

For an N-length sequence f(j) the finite Walsh transform is

defined as
N-1

F(k) f(i) Wal(k,j), -09 1,

j=o

and the inverse finite Walsh transform of F(k) is

N-1

F(k) Wal(j,k) 0, 1,....., N-1 . (4.2.6)

L..3. Non-denumerable Walsh functions.

The system csin 2rit, cos 2ritl, is orthogonal in the interval
1

2
< t < where i is an integer; replacing i by a real number
- 2

x we get an orthogonal system tsin 2rxt, cos Zola} for co< t < co.

The system of Walsh functions, orthogonal and complete in the whole

interval -.00 t < oo is defined by {sal(x,t),cal(x,t)I

Pichler (1967) defined sal(x,t) and cal(x,t) by periodic



In terns of x and t

Ic

cal(2

real numbers,

Ic

) = t),

sal(2 ) = sal(x,2 t),

--0a1(31,4t).

-co< t <0, x dyadic
sal(x, )

=. IL, cal(x,t) 0 < t < OD.

Also

irrational,

(4.3 4)

-m -m

sal(xst) = al(g 2 ,t) sal(2 ), < t < OD, (4.3.5)

where g is an even number and 2: = Ill is dyadic rational.
2m

The following additional formulas are very important for

tion with Walsh functions:

1 1
< t < -

2 2

(4.3 2)
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a-

(4.3.60
(4.3.6b)

(4.3.60)

(4.3.7a)

(4.3.7b)

then
,XQL.

cal(x,t) = al(x 2 t) < < oo (4.3.3)

continuation of sal(1,t) and cal(1,t) as follows:

cal(2- A) cal(102kt), k = tl

sal(2 A). sal(1,2 t), -co t <

Let x have the binary representation

olo

x = xi2 , xi is either 0 or
-cc

Wal(xA) = Wal(000 , 0 < x < 1,

cal(x t) = cal(i,t) < x < 1+1,

sal(x,t) sal(i,t) i-1 <x <



and as with the familiar sinusoidal functions,

cal(x,-t) = cal(x,t)

cal(-x,t) = cal(x,t)

sal(x,-t) = - sal(x,t),

T Pal(-x,t) = sal(x,t),

For real x and t there is symmetry,

cal(x,t) = cal(t,x)

sal(x,t) = sal(t,x) .

Pichler (1967) established two figures for the calculation of cal(x t)

and sal(x,t) in the rectangle 0 < x < 4, -3 < t < 3. Because of

the symmetric and skew symmetric properties of the cal and sal

functions Harmuth (1969, p. 24) obtained the following interesting fig-

ures for computation of cal(x,t) and sal(x,t) in the rectangle

<x < 4, -3 < t < 3. Black areas mean 1 and white areas indicate -1

By drawing a line parallel to the t-axis we obtain cal(x,t) or

sal(x,t) as a function of t for a particular value of x, and vice

versa. (See Fig. 4.4).
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(4.3.8a)

(4.3.8b)

(4.3.8c)

(4.3.8d)

(4.3.9a)

(4.3.9b)

Cal(x,t)
X

Fig.(4.4)
Sal(x,t)



SO

f(t)

where

f(t)=

Proof. Kak assumed f( t) to be an even function. Similar results can

be obtained for f(t) an odd function and, in general, for an arbitrary

function since f(t) = f0(t) + fe(t) where f0(t) = [f(t) -03

and f (t) = 2: (f(t) + t(-t)] If f(t) is sequency limited to I2

zeros/sec then

f(t) = F(x) cal(x t) dx.
2

Here the form of Kramergeneralized sampling theorem is as follows:

over (-Z,Z) the set /Lcal(on) sal(c 21)) is orthogonal and complete,

n n+1
2k+11' 2k+1 " 2k+1

s(t) (4.4.3)
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4 4. Sampling theorem in Walsh-Fourier analysis.

Definition 4.4.1. We say that f(t) is sequencY limited if its Walsh-

Fourier transform F(X) defined as

F(10 = I f( )Wal(x,t) dt (4.4.1)

-oo

is zero outside the interval (-Z.Z) or F(x) = 0 for I I > Z. The

following theorem is due to Kek (1970)

Theorem 4.4.1: "A signal limited in sequency Z zeros/sec can be re-

constructed completely from samples spaced /2k+1 seconds apart where

k is an integer such that 2k > Z. In particular,



S (t)

s(t)

cal(x,t)
-Z

Ica1(21ZL
n)12dx

Putting x = 2Zy Eq. (4.4.4) can be written as
1

r2

141

Whenever Z is of the form 2 tic an integer, we have, because of

Eq.(4.3.7a)

oal(2Zy,t) = cal(y,2Zt),

From Eqs (4.4.5) and (4.4 6)

2Zte1n)

/2E.

) dx

) al(y,n) d,y . (4.4.5)
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1

S (t) f 2cal(y Zt) cal(y,n) dy
..1

cause of Eq.(4. 61)) we

14.9

)

nal(Y2Zt) ca3.(y.n) n at n+1. (4.4.9)

Therefore nal(72Zt) nal(y ) = cal(i,n) cal(y, ) = al(y,n & ri)

= oal(y0) = 1 or

Cy,24Zt® n = oal(y,0) = 1. (4.4.10)

or
1

S (t)

Therefore S(t) = 3. whenever

obtain

2Zt
n°

otherwise.

1.
2



(4.5.2)
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n1
So Sn(t) = 1 for -12- < <+ an

2Z 2Z

f(t) ( n )

n+1 Q4.4.11)
1+1 k+1 k+1

2 2 2

If Z he sequency bandwidth of the signal, is not of the form 2

k an integer, we can consider a number of the latter form which is

larger than the given Z. We have net been able to get a reconstruc-

tion procedure for arbitrary Z because Eq. (L04,6) is not valid for

all Z.

4.5. A comparison of the sampling theorems of Kak and Shannon.

Kak proved his theorem (4.4.1) with the all of Kramer's general-

ized sampling theorem (2.1.1). Here we will give a simple Proof of

Kak's theorem without the use of the Kramer theorem. Since f(t)

sequeney limited to Z zeros/sec

f(t) = F(x) (4 )
(4 )

For x: = Zy this becomes

f(t) =Z J.F(2ZY)
-

If Z = k an integer,then because of Eq. (4.3.7a) we obtain

cal(2Zy,t) = al(v,2Zt) (4.5.3)

Using &Is. 4.3.6b) and (4.3.9a) we get

cal(7.22t) cal(y,n), n < 2Zt < n+1.

From Eqs. (4.5.2) and (4.5.4).



1

r(t) = 2F(2ZY) oal(Y ) dy, n 2Zt (14'.

-1

Therefore, in the interval2z < t
n+1

he above iotegr

then

f (t)

pendent of t. Hemet

f(t) =

0

)
2

= cal(6,t). (See Fig. 4.5).
A

1

1 +1
1

Fig. (4.5)

which is Kak's theorem.

From the above discussion we make the following statements:

Statement 4.5.1. If a signal f(t) is sequency limited to Z zeros

per second then it is a step signal with jumps that occur at instants

t = n/2k+1, where n is an integer and k is the smallest positive

integer such that 2k >K.

We give the following example to illustrate the above statement.

Example 4.5.1. Let

[1, 6 < Ix' < 7,

F(x)
=t°' otherwise,

7

f(t) = 1 l'F(x) cal(x )
2
-7

and = 7, 23 > 7 so k = 3 and t = n/16. It easy to see that

(t)

01..5.6)

1 t
2



Statement 4.5.2. In Fourier analysis the Nyquist rate 2W is suffi-

cient for the reconstruction of a signal which contains no frequencies

higher that W cps(Shannon's sampling theorem 1 1.1.). But in the

Walsh-Fourier analysis a rate 2Z is not sufficient for the reconstruc-

tion of a signal limited in sequency to Z zeros/sec unless Z = 2k.

Statement 4.5.3. In Fourier analysis a signal f(t) cannot be both

time and frequency limited but in Walsh-Fourier analysis a signal can

be both time and sequency limited (see Example 4,.5.1).

Statement 4.5.4 Kak's theorem can be proved by Walsh-Fourier analysis

analogous to the proof of Shannon's sampling theorem 1117 Fourier anal-

ysis. Our proof is based on the expansion of the Walsh spectrum F(x)

into the Walsh-Fourier series as follows. Since F(x) 0 for Ixl >11,

f(t) 1 f P(x) cal(x,t) dx, (4 5.7)

Let = 2Zy so
1

2-

f ( ) Z F(2 7r) cal(2Zy,t) dy . (4.5.8)
1.

Let

G(y) = F(2Zy) (4.5.9)

expand 0(y) into a cal-Fourier series of the form
00

where

G(Y) a cal(y i)i 9 0

i=0

1

a = G(y) cal(y i) dyi
1

(4.5.10)

(4.5.11)



Substituting Eq. (4.5.10) into Eq. (4 5,8),

becomes

f(t) = Z

f(t)

1=0

From Eq. (4.5.8) we get
1

G(Y) oa1(2ZY9) 4Y =2

= a
nz

These last two equations consititute Kak's theorem, name1Y

n n
f(t) = f(

2
kfl),

2k+1

(4.5 12)

If n < 2Zt < n+1 , and Z = 2 , then because of Eqs. (4.3.7a) and

(4.3.6) we have cal(21,Y,t) = cal(7,2Zt) = cal(y,n) and Eq.(4.5.12)

1

j.
ca(yoie

1

1
2if, en trca1(y ) = 0 except for I = n, for which unity, hence

4. .13)

(4.5.14)

a (Y,n)

(4.5.15)

(4.5.16)

So we have shown the equivalence of Kramer's and Shannon's sampling

theorems for the case of Kak's theorem. Equivalence of Kramer's and

Shannon's sampling theorems for other functions of mathematics and

physics has been shown by Campbell (1964) and Jerri (1969b).
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12
i=0

Co

a cal(y i) cal(2Zy,t) dy

1
oo

= Z >a1
1.1

cal(y4) cal(24*.t) dy.
i=o



Statement 4.5.5. Upper bounds for the variation of sampled, sequenoy

limited signals can be established as follows: If f(t) is sequenoy

limited to Z zeros/sec then it is useful to find an upper bound for

the variation of f(t) between two successive sampling points. With-

out loss of generality we can assume that f(t) is even. Similar re-

sults can be obtained for odd functions, and, in general, for MY func-

tion. Let

then

Putting x = 22y the above can be written as
1i

i" 2z r ) I I IF(2Zy) I foa3.(2Zyt)
2Z cal(2ZY. )145r. 4.5.21)I.Intl,_ n+1

1
2

att i

I 2Z 2

3.

=

IF(x)[0a1(x n+1)
-Z 92Z -

IF(

2Z

)1 Ical(x,latl) - cal(x,11-) I dx
2Z 2Z

(x,fi)]dx I

54

(4.5.17)

(4.5.18)

(4.5.20)

If Z = 2 then oal(22y 11+) = oal(y,n+1) and ca1(2ZY.ik) = ca1(y00,

Since F(t) is sequenoy limited to Z eros/seo.,

f(t) = 22: F(x) cal(x,t) dx 0 (4.5.19)
-2

where F(x) is the Walsh spectrum of f(t). From this integral we

have

If(ntl)
2Z



Let

IF(24/)1*-

and Eq. 4.5.18) can be written as
1

max Lir ZM I
Ical(y,n+1)

1J I

But
1

112

Therefore

maibt 2IM

(Y* )1 dY. (4.5 23)
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(4.5.22)

(4.5.25)

Comparing this result with those of Table I, Chapter III Section 4, we

notice that we have here a tighter bound. This is one of the advant-

ages of working in the Walsh rather than the Fourier domain. The sine

and cosine functions have been used in communication theory for a long

tine but recentiY the system of orthogonal Walsh functions has cone to

the fore in theoretical investigation and for equipment design.

4.6. Sampling expansions in discrete and finite Walsh-Fourier anasis

The problem of sampling expansion in the case of continuous func-

tions was discussed in sections 4 and 5 of this chapter. But digital

transmission high speed digital computer, etc., deal with large pets

of finite and discrete signals instead of classical, continuous and

infinite functions. Therefore, it is desirable to review the above

Problem in the case of discrete and finite functions.

Notations 1.6.1. The functions to be considered in this section are



defined on a domain B , the set of non-negative integers less than

N = 2 , where n is a positive integer. That is, Bn

Each elementelement j of Bn has a unique expansion j T 2i
i=o

where j = ilor 1.

Truncated Walsh finite series. Let us define the partial sum 07
1

F(k) WU1(k,j) (4.6.1)

where

Insert

N-1

F(k) =
>

N iso

Eq. (4.6.2) into Eq. (4.6.1) we get
1 N-1

f(i)p N
k=o i=o

(i) =

Let the Walsh-Fourier (4F) kernel be

(j) Wal(k,i)

f(i) Wal(k,i)Wal(k

Wal(k j )

(4.6.2)

(14..6.14)

From Eqs. (4 6 ) and (4.6.4) we have
N-1

f(i) = ( ) dp(iej) =f(i)d(i)
P N

i=o

where 0 denotes the logical convolution.

onsider now the ease p = 2 = IL It is easy to ertfy that

(4.6.5)
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Theorem k.6.2.

Theorem 4.6.3.

f(i) 1

f(J) =

f(i)

M-1

1

f(21R) 2iR)

1

i=o

f(iR) dt,i( R). 4.6 8)

f(imet )dm(ieute (4.6.9)

f(2iRe (2R-1) )dm(j (2R-1) e 2iR).

The sampling points are illustrated in Fig 4.6 with N =16 and M 4,

R = 16/4 = 4.
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R-1

d(i) = > 6( eth (4 6 6)
i=e

where R = N/M. From Eqs. (4.6.5) and (4.6.6) we have
R-1

f14(j) = 1 > f(i0 i) 4.6.7)

i=o

Definition 4.6.1. A function f(j) is said to be an M sequency band-

limited signal (MBL) if its 141F transform F(k) is zero for k > M.

Various forms of sampling expandsion for MBL signals due to Dinh. Le

and Gimlet (1972). If f(j) is an MBL signal then it can be recon-

structed completely from its M values.

Theorem 4.6.1.
M-1



0 4 7 8 12 15 j
Sampling points using Eq.(4.6.10)

Proof of theorem 4.6.1.t due to Dinh, Le and Goulet (1972). The fo o

ing proof uses the convolution technique. Let us consider the impulse

train

h(j) = NR 6(j4C) R); (4.6.11)

i=o

the WF transform is

H(k) =

Writing the Walsh function in terms of delta functions we have

1 1-R-1 .TR-1
2 2

H(k) = N b (It 20) N b(k (5 (214-1) (1) ) (4.6 3)
i=o i=o

Let F(k) be the WF transform of an arbitrary MBL signal f(j).

Consider the logical convolution F(k)OH(k) with H(k) given by

Eq. (4.6.13). 1

-2-R-

F(k)®H(k) = F(kelaiM) +

i=0 i=o

This equation is illustrated by Fig. (4.7b) for N = 16 and M = 4. A

study of Fig. (4.710) suggests that to regain F(k) it is sufficient to

h(J)

0 4 8 12 15

Periodic sampling points using
Eq. (4.6.8)

Fig. (4.6)

Wal( ,k) (4.6.12)

11;41- 1

> (2/4..1) (92iM . (4.6.14)



to multiply F(k)®H(k) by the function W(k) shown

A
F(k)

0123
Original spectrum

F(k)0 H(k)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

F(k) [F(k)3 H(k) W(k).

89

15 I:-

Mr(k)

1 I

0 11 12 13 14 15

0123
o - Spectrum of filtering

kernel

Spectrum of sampled signal

Fig. (4.7). Proof of theorem 4 6 1.

The inverse transform of Eq. (4.6.15) is

1
f(i) = -[f(j) h(J) ]®w(i).

Substituting Eq. 4.6.11) into Eq. (4.6.16) leads to

1

f(i) =

i=0

of a WF kernel du(j)
M,1 "

D (k) = b(kej)

j=o

f(iR) w(i iR)

59

Fig. (4.70).

(4.6.13)

(4.6.16)

(4.6.17)

(4.6.18)

Since he tran

i is clear tha v(i) dm(J). Hence, from Els. (6.4.17) and the Pre-



ceding we have

f( =

M-1

60

(iR) dM( (DiR (4 6.19)

=1,

Proof of Theorem, 4.6.2: Proof of this theorem is easy by applying

Eq. (4.6.8) tor(jea). which is a MEL signal, and by replacing jea
by j in the sampling expansion of f(j (3a).

Proof of theorem 4.6.3: Proof of this theorem is similar to that of

theorem 6.4 1, the only difference is to start with the function next

below rather than with Eq. (4.6.11).

114-1

h(j) NR f (j(3iR) 60 9 (211-1) eaRa,

whose life transform is
R-1

H(t) N 60(0110. (4 6.21)

4.7. A new form of sampling theorem in discrete and finite Malsh-Four-

ier analysis.

In the previous section we discussed the theorem of Dinh,

Goulet (1972), proved by them by a complicated and lengthy method. In

this section we shall attempt to give a new form of that theorem and

Prove it by a different method. We also give an example to illustrate

our proof. Generalization for higher dimensions can be made and simi-

lar results can be obtained for discrete and finite Haar-Fourier anal-

ysis. Our notation is the same as in Not. (4.6.1) namely N= 2 ,

where n is a positive integer, M 2", and R = NIX. We have the

(4.6.20)



following

Theorem 4 7 1. If (j) is an MBIL signal then

M-1 R(i+1)-1

1'(j) = > f(iE)6 it 0.0],
i=o p=iR

where 6(x) = 1 if x = 0, otherwise zero.

Proof: Consider a Malsh-Hadamard matrix of length No That is,

H = (h ) isj = 0, 1,. .,N-1ij
h 1 or -1,ij

and the number of sign changes in each row increases by one. Since our

signal is MBL the reconstruction procedure needs only the first M

rows of the matrix in Eq. (4.7.2). The M entries in each row are

sampled values of the corresponding Walsh functions (1923). Since we

need only M samples to reconstruct the first M Walsh functions we

conclude that the submatrix, H1= (hij), i= 0 1 M-10 j = 0, 1,

m,R-1 has R equal columns, and so does H2 (h)1 i = 0, 1*.

j = Ro R+1 "", 2R-1, , Hm (hi) i = 0, 1, .

m_i. j = 14-1. Because of the inverse transform formulas

of Eq. (4.2.6) this means that

f(0) f(1) f(R,1), f(R) f(R+1) = = f(2E-1),

. f(N-R) = f(N-R+1)= . .. = f(N-1)

which proves the theorem. The 6 notation is used to write our signal

f(t) in the form of summation using sample values, f(0) f(H),

Example 4.7.1.. Let N=2=8 and M = 22 = 4, thenRN/M2.=

(4.7.2)

63.

(4.7.1)



with the property that each submatrix has equal columns. Corresponding

Walsh functions were shown in Fig. (4.3).

By inverse transform Eq. (4.2.6) we have
3

f(i) = F(k) Wa1(j,k),

therefore
f(0) = F(k) Wal(0,k) = 10 + 4 + 5 + 1= 20,

k=o

3

=157 F(k) al(1,k) 10 + 4 + 5 + 1 = 20,

1=4:5
3

= > (k) Wal(2,k) = 10 + 4 - 5 -
k=o

Suppose that our signil f(t) is sequency limited by 4, meaning that

F(k) = 0 for k >4. Let F(k) take on arbitrary values for k = 0, 4

2 3, for instance, F(0) 10, F(1) = 4, F(2) = 5, F(3) = 1. The

8-length Walsh Hadamard matrix is given in Fig. (4.8).

j = 0 1 23 L5 67 k=

11 11 11 11 0

11 11 -1 -1 1 -1 1

1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 11 2

11 1 -1 11 1 -1 3

1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 4

1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 5

1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 6

1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 7

Fig. (4.8)

This is a Walsh-Hadamord matrix of length 8 with 4 submatrices 4 x 2



f(5)=

f(7) =

f(6) => F(k) Wal(6,k) = 10 -4 + 5 - 1 = 10

F(k) Wal(5,k) = 10 - 4 - 2

F(k) Wal(7,k) = 10 - 4 + 10.

+ f(6) 14(j-6)(j-7)] .

This gives

(4.7.5)

f(0) = f(0) = 20,

f(1) = f(0) = 20,

f(2)

f(3)

=

=

f(2)

£(2)

=

=

8,

63

= F(k) Wa1(3,k) = 10 + 14. - 5

=> F(k)Wal 4,k) = 10 - 4 . 5 + 1 = 2,

kt--o

3

If we have only four sampled values, say f(0) = 20, f(2) = 8, f(4) =

f(6) = 10, by theorem (4.7.1),

3 1

f(j) f(2i) -p)] (4.7.3)

=o p=o

or

f(J)= f(2i) 6[(j-2i)(j21-1)] (4.7.4)

or

f(j) = f(0) 60(j-1)3+ f(2) 6[(j-2)(j-3)] + f(4) $5[0-0(j-5)]



14-1

= (4) = 2.

(4) = 2,

= f(6) = 10,

= f(5) = 10,

Theorem 4.7.2. If f(j) is an MBL signal then

R(i+1)-1
/---

f(iR0a) ts[ oe a - P)1

P=nt

aE/LO, 1, 2'_ .

We can apply theorem 4.7.1 to f(J a), which is an MBL sig-

nal, and replacing (j ea) by j in the sampling expansion. The

above theorem is a sampling expansion with periodic sampling points

starting from a.

Theorem 4.7.3.

iR+1 ,iR + (R-1)1

This is the sampling theorem with non-periodic sampling points and it

can be proved by the same method as theorem 4.7.1. Actually the above

theorem is theorem 4.7.1. if we let IR = JR. We give the following

example to illustrate our theorem.

5
Example 4.7.2. Suppose N = 2 = 32 23 = 8 then R = NiR =

4 4 4
and 4i+1, 4i+2, 4i+31}. If we choose Io = 2, = 7,

4 4 4 4 4 4
12 = 9, 13 = 14, 14 = 17, 15 = 21. 16 = 27 and 17 = 28, then we have

f(j) is an MBL signal then

14-1 R(i+1)-1

f(i) = f (;) 6 [ I P)]

.40 P=ta



nal at those points is enough to reoonstru

the following formula:

Notations

where B

N = 2 , M

Fig. (4.9).

f(xty) =

i=o

U=0 Vt=0

4 14+3

(Ii)5
13*i

Nonperiodio sampling points with the values of signal

at those points.

4.8. Two dimensional sampling expansions in discrete and finite Walsh-

Fourier analysis.

4.8.1. Our domain is the set An =1(i.j)1, i and j (:En,
={0, 1, a -11 and n is a non-negative integer.

= 22, where m An and R = N/M.

Definition 4.8.1. The Walsh-Fourier transform for a signal f(x,y)

and its inverse transform are respectively defined as
N-1 N-1

F(u,v) Wal(u x) Wal(vY)

*Y)*

21

6$

non-periodic sampling points (see Fig. 4.9) and the values of the sig-

f(i) with 32 values by

28

where u,v,x,y are non-negative integers belonging to B.

2
Definition 4.8.2. A signal f(xj) is said to be M sequen band-

0 79 17 I 21



2

Theorem 4.8.1. If f(x4Y) is an M BI, signal then it may be recoil-

2
structed completely from its M values. That is,

M-1 M-1 R(i+1)-1 R(j+1)-1
,-.7.-- ..----1)

f(x,Y) = >-- f( ,jR) a [ it(x- p)] 6 [ il I (y- q)

i=o

] .

p=iR q=R

Our proof will be similar to the proof of theorem 4.7.1. for the one

dimension case. Here we illustrate our theorem by the following ex-

ample:

Example 4.8.1: Let N = 23 = 8 and M = 22 = 4, then R = 2. The

periodic sampling points are depicted in Fig. (4.10) and the values of

the signal at those points are enough to reconstruct the signal. That

is,

f (x,y) =

3
1.:!,4*

2j+1

\, f(2i,2j)6 [ iLk. (x_ p) ]6 i t (Y. cI)] .

J=0 2i q=2j

i I I I I I I _j
6 ±-- -1- -t- -h- / - -1- --f-- .

1 1 1

5 11-- -11-- -11- Ti-1
4 1.--

1 ' I 1 , 1 1 1

3 1_ 1 _I ___ 1 J._ _ L - 4-- - -1
1

1 I I I ' I

Z I.. - 4-- - - I- ---iir - "4- - - 4-1
1 I I

I I
I I

I I 1

-L- -1
I I I

Fig. (4.10). Periodic samplirg points in two dimensions h the (0,0)

as the first sample point,
2

Theorem 4.8.2. If f(x,y) is an M BL signal then
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2

limited M L if its Walsh-Fourier transform s zero for

u M v >IC



M-1 14-1 R(i+3.) 1

f(xY) = 1-f(i.ReatiReb) 6 [ Tt (xo a

i=0 j=o p=iR

R(j+1.)-1

R. (3r b c°3 *
q=3R

where a aid b E Bn,

Bxample 4.8.2. If N --:... 2 = 8, M = 22 = 4, a = 1, b = 3. then
3 2i+1 2j+1

so.""*.... ,,,.......

f(x,y) = >-- f(2i13 1 2je) 3)6 ( j t.(x- 0] [ JUY-(1)]
i=o p=2i q=2i

See Fig. (kal)
7 r- - - - 1
El I I I I I I flr -T T-Th

5 + -4
4 4-__L __I

1
1

'71'
3 - - 1- -4- -
2

1 L4f4.LLLLLJ
Z 3- 14 5 6 7

Fig. (14..11). Periodic sampling points in two dimensions with (103)
as the first sample point.

2
Theorem 4.8.3. If f(x,y) is M BL signal then

M-1 M-1 R(i+1)-1 R(j+1)-1

f(x1Y) >-R6 [ (x-p)]6E t (y cl))31,
R

1=0 j=o p=iR q=jk

where
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{iit iR+1 , 113. + (R,1)),



R
jR+1,i , iR +

2
This is a non.periodio sampling expansion of an M FA, signal,.

Example 4.8.3. It N = 2 = 8, M = 22 = if then R = 2,
2

iie.{2i.,2i44 , 1 2j+1) and

2i+1 2j+1
2 2 ,--- .--,.

f(X.Y) = f(itai)a [ j I ( -03 C j L (7
=o P41. q=2i

(See Fig. 4.12).

Fig. 4.12). Nonperiodio sampling points in two dimensions.
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2 m-1
2 "77., x ."2"fal

n-1 4' 1

2 m < x< m
* 2n-1 2n-1

0 X < 7:1

k-1
p2 .nk isi..
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Chapter V

Haar Functions and Sampling Expansions

5.1. A complete orthonormal sequence of Haar functions.

Because of the recent interest in the applioations of Walsh func-

tions several investigators have suggested that other complete, orthog-

onal systems of functions may be useful. Shore (1973a,b0c) showed that

Haar functions, close relatives of the Walsh functions, are useful in

various ways. Haar (1910) Published the results of his doctoral dis-

sertation, a complete, orthonormal sequence of functions on [0.1] (see

appendix, A.2). They are defined as



At points of discontinutty the Haar functions are defined to be the

average of the limits from the right and from the left. Fig. 5.1 shows

the first eight Haar functions.

2
4

2 , 4

F (5.1). First eight Haar functions.

1
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Haar functions will be referred to by order m and degree n,

rather than by sequency or frequency, analogous to Legendre functions

(Gubbins, Scalar and Wisskirchen, 1971). The discrete Haar !Unctions

are sampled values of the continuous set. The N-length discrete Haar

functions may be defined for N = 2 9 n a positive integer, in terms

of a Haar matrix:

Example 5.1.1

For N = 2,

11(k.i)

k=
0

1 1 1

0 0 2

0 0

fi&4j0000000 0 a 41.
H(k,,,J) -2 0 0

0 0 2 - 2

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

Notations 5.1.1. Our domain is the set of non-negative integers less

than N =
2,

where n is a positive integer. That is,

En = 1, 2, ...is ,2m.. M = f m Bn, and R = NM.

Definition 5.1.2. For an N-length real sequence f(j) the finite

Haar transform and its inverse are

k=
0

1

2

3

If

5

6

3 4 5 6 7
1 1 1 1 1

1 -1 -1 -1 -1

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

2 -2 0 0

0 0 2-2

Fo N = 8, j = 0
1

1
1

2

1

1 1 1

j= 0 1
1 1

For N = 4,



F(k) =

N-1

f(j) = F(k) H(k,i). (5.1.6)

k=o

Definition 5.1.1. For an N2 length real sequence (i,i) the Haar

transform and its inverse are:

N-1 N.1

N-1

1'(j) 11(k,i), (5.1.

j) H(k ) H(m ), (5.1.7)

(kern) H(k. ) H(s0). ( .1.8)
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3.2. Sampling expansions in discrete and finite Haar-Fourier analysis.

Fino (1972) showed that for some applications Haar transforms per-

form as well as, and faster, than Walsh-Hadamard transforms. For this

reason we shall attempt to establish sampling expansions associated with

the Haar transform which have not as yet appeared in the literature.

In this section and the next we shall show that our theorems of Chap. IV,

sections seven and eight, shall apply in the Haar domain if we are able

to arrive at a definition analogous to the definition 4.6.1 for /4-

sequency bandlimited signals. Since we do not have the concept of

sequency for Haar !Unctions we can establish our definition based on the

=tar of these functions as follows:

Definition 5.2.1. A signal f(j) is called Nth order bandlimited if

its Haar transform F(k) is zero for k



or
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For a signal of this type we have the following

Theorem .2.1. If f(j) is Mth order band1imited signal then

14-1 R(i+1)-1

1'(j) = 0336 [
i=0 10=iE

(5.2 1)

Theorem 5.2.2. If f(j) is an 14th order bandlimited signal then

14-1 R(i+1)-1

1'(j) = f(113.90 (i0a p)]
=o p=iR

where a 40, 1, 2, , 2n-3J .

Theorem 5.2.3. If f(j) is an 14th order bandlimited signal then

M-1R(i+1)-1
f(j) =7 P)]. (5.2 3)

i=0 P=iE

where IR6re, JR+1, liR +

Proofs. The proofs of these three theorems are the same as those for

theorems (4.7 1) (4.7,2) and (4 7.3). We give an example to illus..

trate theorem 5.2.1.

Example 5.2.1. Let N = 23 = 8 and M = 22 = 40 then R = M/M

Suppose our signal f(j) is 4. th order bandlimited signal then

F(k) 0 for k > 4. Let F(k) take arbitrary values for k = 0, 1,

2 and 3, such as F(0) = 10, F(1) = 2, F(2) =fi, and F(3) = 3g.
The 8-length Haar matrix is given in Fig. 5.2- BY Eq. (5.1.16) the

inverse transform goes as

f(j) = F(k) H(k,i)

-0



j = 0 1 2 3
1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

sti- -16- -fir
o 0 o

2 -2 0 0

0 2 . 2
0 0 0

0 0 0 0

Fig. (5.2). Haar matrix of length 8 with 4 submatrioes (4 x 2)
with the property that each submatrix has equal columns. The cor-
responding Haar functions were shown in Fig. 5.1.

If we have four sampled values, f(0) = 14 f(2) = 10, f(4) = 20,

f(6) = 2, then by theorem 3.2.1,

=

i=0

which gives f(0) = f(0) = 14 f(1) = f(0) = 14, f(2) = f(2) = 10,

f(3) = f(2) 10, f(4) = f(4) = 20, f(5) = f(4) = 20, f(6) = f(6) = 2

f(7) = f(6) = 2.

3.3. Two-dimensional sampling expansions in discrete and finite Haar.

2i+1

f(2i)b[t 03

f(0)

f(1)

f(2)

=

=

F(0)H(0,0)

F(0)H(0,1)

F(0)H(0,2)

+ F(1)H(1.0)

+ F(1)H(1.1)

+ F(1)H(1,2)

+ F(2)H(2,0)

+ F(2)H(2,1)

+ 7(2)11(2,2)

+ F(3)11(3,0)

+ F(3)H(3,1)

+ 7(3)11(3,2) =

14,

14,

10,

f(3) = 7(0)H(0,3) + F(1)H(1,3) + 7(2)11(2,3) + 7(3)11(3,3) = 10,

f(4),= F(0)H(0,4)

f(5) = F(0)H(0 5)

f(6) 7(0)11(0,6)

f(7) = 7(0)8(0,7)

+ F(1)H(1,4)

+ 7(1)11(1,5)

+ F(1)H(1,6)

+ 7(1)11(1,7)

+ F(2)H(204)

+ 7(2)11(2,5)

+ F(2)H(2.6)

+ F(2)H(2,7)

+ F(3)H(314)

+ 7(3)11(3c5)

+ F(3)H(3,6)=

+ F(3)H(3.7)

=

=

=

20,

20,

2,

2.

4 5 6 7 k=
1 1 1 1

.1 -1 -1 -1 1

0 0 0 0 2

...rE 3
L.0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

2 -2 0 0 6

0 0 2 -2 7



I iR+ 1I, 0 iR + (R-1)

( .3.3)
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Fourier analysis.

In this section we shall generalize our results of previous sec-

tions for two-dimensional sampling expansions. The same methods apply

for cases of higher dimensions. First we need a definition for two

dimensions similar to the definition 5.2.1. for one dimension:

Definition 5.3.1. A signal f(x4y) is said to be leth order bandlis.

ited if its Haar transform F(u,v) is zero for u > M, v > 144 Here

In
u, v, x, y are non-negative integers belonging to Hn, and M = 2

with m B. For a signal of this type we have the following

Theorem 5.3.1. If f(x4y) is !12th order bandlimited signal then

f(xj) can be reconstructed completely from its M2 values. That is,

14-1 14..1 R941)-1 R(j+1)-1

f(x4Y) = f(1110R)40 [ ) ( (x-1)))6 '31: (7 (I)]s (5 3.1)
j=o p=iR

Theorem 5.3.2. If f(xla) is M2th order bandlimited signal, then

M-1 14-1 R(i+1)-1

f(x4Y) = MROsiReb)b[ ) (K9 p)]

J= P=i-R (5 .2)

I)[ ) (yOb q)]

q=jR

where a and b Bre

Theorem 5.3.3. If f(x,y) is M2th order bandlimited signal, then

14-1 14-1 R(i+1)-1 R(j+1)-1

f(xLY) = > 404) [ ) (....036E g (y-q)3
-o j=o p=iR q=.91,



Proofs: The proofs of the above theorems will be similar to the proofs

of theorems (4.8.1), (4.8.2) and (4.8.3). We give an example to il-

lustrate the proof of theorem (5.3.1).

Example 5.3.1. Suppose f(x,.,y) is second order bandlimited s

If N= 4 then the following four sampled values, f(0,0) = 18,

f(0,2) = 4, f(2,0) = 12, f(2,2) = 6, are enough to reconstruct f(xj),

and by theorem 5.3.1.,

f(x,y) =

e Fig. 5.3).

JR+1, JR +

2i+1 9..t1
bE .1 I. (x-p)36 (Y. q)3 .

P=2i q=2J
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5.4. Discrete representation of continuous time signals.

In some applications the input and output are continuous time sig-

nals but the process is digital. This means that the input must first

be represented by a sequence; after this sequence is processed the

output sequence is reconverted to the original time signal. When the

signal is bandlimited, in Fourier, Walsh or Haar domain, reconstruction

procedures are referred to as periodic sampling expansions, as we have



been discussing in this dissertation. The advantage of a discrete rep-

resentation of a continuous time signal, based on a periodic sampling

expansion, is that the signal f(t) is not required to be available

for all t in order to obtain the coefficients in the expansion. For

example, in Shannon's sampling expansion we need only the sampled val-

ues 1(11-) of f(t) to reconstruct the signal. In other words, the
2W

periodic sampling is a memoryless transformation. NO information of

f(t) is required between sample points. The major disadvantage to

this representation is that it requires that f(t) be bandlimited. If

f(t) is not bandlimited Oppenheim and Johnson (1972) showed that dis-

crete representation of f(t) is possible, but the major disadvantage

is that the entire waveform f(t) must be available before any of its

values in the discrete sequence can be obtained. We give the following

discrete representation of a waveform f(t) which is not bandlimited:

i-1
OD 2 mm

f(t) =co+> C R(t) (5.4.1)

3=1 m,=1

1

where cm = J. f( t) HT(t) dt and H7(t) is the Haar function of

i=1 m=1

where n is a positive integer, have the following properties:

S(t) contains 2n terms;

S(t) is a step function with 2 equal length steps, and

the value of s(t) at each step is the mean value of f(t) in that

0

degree i and order m. The partial sums
i-1

n 2
in

m
c H (t) (5.4.2)s(t) = + '7-



step.

(iii) Sn(t) is the best step function approximation of f(t) in

the mean square error sense. We divide the interval [0,1] into

N = 2 equal parts and denote the average values of f(t) in these

sub-intervals by fl, f2, ., fn. The step function that has the

(ha.value f in the interval
'

h-) is the nth Haar Partial sum.
`2n

approximation to f(t).

Shore (1973a) gave the following physical interpretation of the

above. The waveform f(t) is passed through an integrator that resets

to zero every second. Our integrator has been set up in such a way
2n

1
that the integral after a period of ? seconds is the mean value of

f(t) during that period. The output from the integrator is sampled

1
and held for a period of ?1, seconds. Therefore, the output of the

integrator, sampler and holder may be recognized as the Haar series

partial sum Sn(t), and the combination of the three devices consti-

tutes a lawpass sequency filter, analogous to the frequency lowPass

filter.

Therefore, we conclude that when a waveform f(t) is not bandlim-

ited it must be available in its entirety before any of the values in

the discrete sequence can be obtained.
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APPENDIX



With these notations,

gm_
Wal(n,t) = CR(m t)3 CR(m41,03 CR(1,t)3

where

n = b b b
m

gl =
b1cb2,

=b0b
-2 3$

gm-1 = bm- bm

g = b1

APPENDIX A

2
A.1. Walsh functions form a complete orthonormal set in L 0,13.

(a) Orthogonality. Lckey and Meltzer (1971) showed that Walsh

functions can be written as the product of Rademacher functions, which

preserve the order of zero crossings. That is, if n is binary

R(0,t) =1, R(m,t) = sign(sin 2 rt), m = 10 2,

Alexits (1961, p. 54) showed that
1

i ER( 1, R(n ,taR(mi,t)
P

This establishes the orthogonality of the Walsh functions and it is

82

(A.1.1)

(A.1.2)

(A.1.3)

R(acet)lit =0 (A.1.4)

0

then n in the Grey code is

= gmg
1

where



Furthermore, we have
1

.3. 2
1

0 = Wal(1,t) f(t) dt = if(t) dt If(t) ato1
'i

= F(1) - F(0) - [F(1) - F(-)3 = 2 F() = 0.
2 2 2

Also

and

1

Wal(2,t) f(t) dt f(t) dt
1
4

F(4-.) - [le* _ (,)] F(l) F.* 2[F(rir

0 = Wal(3, ) f(t) dt = f(t) dt
1.

0 0

1

(t) at + f(t) dt

(A.1.10)

= *

(t) dt

(A.1.9)

f(t) at
(A.1.11)
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all elsoments of a Walsh sequence.

Let

F( x) =

Then

F(1) - F(0) =

SO

F(1) = F(0)

0

f(t)

We shall prove that f(t) r^" 0, a.e.

dt. (A.1.6)

1

Wal(0 t) f(t) dt = 0, (A.1.7)

= 0. (A.1.8)

clear that

(b) Completeness:

0

Suppose

1 2
Wal(n ,t) dt =

2
f(t) E L [0

2

A.1.5)

is orthogonal to



From Eq . A.1.10) and (A.1.11) we obtain

F(k) = F(i) = 0

By induction on n we prove that

F(11-) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2,
2n

Since F(X) is continuous and the binary rationals are dense in [0,1],

we conclude that F(x)-r-- 0 a.a.. Therefore f(t) = 0 a.e., which

2
proves that the Walsh functions form a complete set in L [0 1].

2
A.2, Haar functions form a pomplete orthonormal set in L [0,1].

(a) Orthogonality. It is clear that H and H are orthogonal
1

to aother functions of the set. The product HII.:41 = 0 for i j, and

for n> m we have

m-1

11 i
H H(x) dx = t2 2 dx = O.
n m

0 0

(b) Completeness. The proof is exact]y the same as the proof of

completeness for Walsh functions.

(A.2.1)

n
0, 1, 2, ,

(A.1.13)

(A,1.12)

1

- f(t) dt = F(i) + + F(i) - F(i) F(1) + F(4)

= 2[F(it) F(i)] = O.




